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FORTSON, B. W.: Indo-European Language and Culture. An Introduction [Blackwell
Textbooks in Linguistics 19]. Oxford 2004, pp. 468.
Until now,1 contemporary Indo-European linguistics lacked a reliable introductory work based on
the communis opinio: introductory works were either too short (and intended for, first of all, non-IndoEuropeanists),2 out-of-date3 or highly idiosyncratic.4 Such a masterpiece, on the other hand, as M. MeierBrügger’s5 is too technical for an absolute beginner. B. W. Fortson’s (University of Michigan) volume
intends to fill this gap. It shall be anticipated: he splendidly solved this task.
The book consists of twenty chapters. Following an introduction (ch. 1: The Comparative Method
and the Indo-European Family) and a description of PIE culture and archaeology (ch. 2) the main parts of
PIE grammar are described (chs. 3–8: phonology, morphology [introduction, verb, noun, pronouns and
other parts of speech] and syntax [!]), then all main branches of the PIE family (chs. 9–19), in chronological order of their appearance, completed by a chapter about the fragmentary languages (ch. 20).
Placing Phrygian in the chapter on “Fragmentary Languages” can be questioned because it is relatively well understood (better than, say, Lydian).6 – Illyrian known only from onomastic material has been
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inconsequent.
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also included in the book, but the so-called Ostalpenindogermanisch – also known only from onomastic
material, but on a firmer philological foundation7– is not mentioned in the entire volume.
The book closes with a glossary of linguistic terms, a bibliography of cited and recommended
works8 and a word-index.9 The chapters about the branches contain an introductory part with a map of
the spread of the languages, a general survey of the main phonological and morphological changes until
the proto-language of that branch, then the main languages are treated from a historical point of view (all
fields again) after a short presentation. Every main language is also represented by a short text sample
augmented by philological and linguistic comments. Another welcome feature is that the author discusses
all branches in similar detail, i.e. even those that are more or less neglected by other introductory works,
such as e.g. Albanian.10
Unfortunately, the maps are very schematic, some of them not without problems: Map 9.1.
(p. 155) is a blend of Anatolian geography from the Late Bronze Age until Hellenistic times (where
Lycia is given the much greater territory of Lukkā, its Late Bronze Age precursor), but the main problem
is the location of Luwiya in the southern part of Tarhuntašša, because its exact position is a matter of
serious debate.11 – Map 11.2 (p. 218): Balochi is spoken not only in South Pakistan but also along the
Iranian–Pakistani border and around the threefold border of these countries and Afghanistan (omitting the
scattered populations).12 – Map 20.1 (p. 401): Messapic was not spoken in whole South Italy (this was inhabited by Samnites) but only in Apulia and Calabria;13 Phrygian was spoken not only in extreme NorthWestern Asia Minor, but also in Central Anatolia (e.g. Gordion, Boğazköy, Kerkenes Dağ) and Cappadocia (Tyana).14
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